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Summary page
Our enhanced communications plan at a glance 
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This year, 

we invested £1.1m
in a water efficiency campaign that began 31st May 
and planned to run until end of August*. 

*Based on current restrictions, we’re planning to extend these communications into Sept/Oct 

This included our first broadcast TV 

campaign, which reached 34.7m 
individuals over a 6 week period 

– 78% of our audience.

We delivered an additional 
19m impressions coming 
from Sky Adsmart, 
YouTube and BVOD (ITV 
Player, All4 and Sky)

Regionwide: reaching all customers with our ‘every drop counts message’

Hotspot: targeting our high demand areas 

This activity is still running, and is on track to meet 9.8m 
impressions with digital video, BVOD and radio comms 

We partnered with LADBible to share water saving 
advice with a younger audience across our region

Resulting in 26.4K link clicks 
to our water saving calculator

+13% pts increase in those making a 
deliberate effort to reduce water usage 

Our water efficiency press releases 
generated 42 pieces of 
coverage across national, regional 
and trade media. 

Our direct customer communications included 
7 x emails, 3 x SMS messages, and 1 x letter

We exceeded the legal requirement by publishing our TUBs legal 
notice in 2 x National and 1 x regional newspaper (The Sun, The 
Daily Mirror and The Metro) to ensure maximum coverage.

This coverage 
provided 1,215,734,441 
‘opportunities to see’.

We ramped up communications and briefings with stakeholders, and 
participated in various media interviews in broadcast, print and online



Activity & audience reach summary
May 31 – Aug 25 2022*
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Activity Audience reach Time period

TV 34.7m June - July

BVOD (broadcast video on demand) 19m (impressions) June – July 

Hotspot paid media (estimated)* 9.8m (impressions) June – August 

LADBible (online partnership) 3.6m June - July

Newspaper adverts 2m August

Customer emails / SMS 3m August

Thames Water social 430k May - August

Thames Water website 320k May - August

Earned media (PR coverage) 1.2bn (OTS) June - August

We provide water and wastewater services to 15m customers 

*These figures are planned. To be confirmed once final report received after 31/08 



Campaign timeline 
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Activity May June July August 

9th 16th 23rd 30th 6th 13th 20th 27th 4th 11th 18th 25th 1st 8th 15th 22nd 29th

Pre-wave customer research

WEFF website homepage live 31st

Organic social media 

Hotspot paid media live 31st

First WEFF press release 

Broadcast media live 13th 24th

LADBible partnership first wave 

Radio advert live 20th

LADBible partnership second wave 

Homepage update: hot weather 

Second WEFF press release 

WEFF PR media day 

LADBible partnership third wave 

Supply/demand paid media response 

Post-wave customer research

Homepage update: TUBs

Research Paid media PR

Homepage Partnership Organic social media



Regionwide paid media: live 13/06 – 24/07

TV Sky 
AdSmart

BVOD 
(ITV 

player, 
All4, Sky)

Digital 
video 

(YouTube)

We have used region-wide paid media to reach our broadest set of customers
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Reached 34.8m individuals 
(78% of our audience) Totalled 1.8m impressions Totalled 5m impressions Totalled 12m impressions

Channel mix
Targeting customers regionwide, across London and the Thames Valley

• By using a mix of TV, BVOD and digital video 78% of the 
audience were reached at an average OTS (opportunity to 
see) of 8.

• We saw a 3pt increase in the average search index for 
Thames Water during the campaign period. 

We used TV (traditional broadcast television) due to its ability to 
build regionwide coverage. This channel typically skews to an older 
demographic, so we balanced this with BVOD (video on demand) 
and digital video (YouTube), which tend to skew towards a younger 
demographic – maximising our reach across all customers.



Hotspot paid media: live 31/05 – 31/08 

Sky 
AdSmart/
Advance

BVOD 
(ITV 

player)

Digital 
video 

(YouTube

Digital 
audio 

(DAX/Oct
ave)

We have used targeted paid media to reach our customers in high-demand areas 
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Channel mix
Targeting our high demand areas: Slough, Wycombe, Aylesbury, Swindon, Farnborough, Epsom, Guildford & Farningham Hill 

• Along with targeted video and audio messages, we also 
optimised weather based targeting on ITV player, which would 
boost media when we hit temperatures of 20 degrees +. 

The channels we chose allowed us to target on a location-basis in 
the areas that we know see high demand. This is where we want 
media pacing over the entire summer period with behaviour change 
focused messaging.

Est. impressions: 2.1m Est. impressions: 725K Est. impressions: 5m Est. impressions: 2m



Broadcast TV advert
Encouraging customers to make every drop count in and around their homes 
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Broadcast advert (30”) Hotspot advert (30”)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYLrs7Z_S4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8C_BSdFIo8


Digital audio 
Our 30” radio ad to incite behaviour change 
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When you're using water at home, spare a thought for the environment. 

We live in a water scarce area, so every drop counts. 

At Thames Water, we're working hard to fix leaks and replace pipes. But 
everyone can help make sure there's enough to go around. 

Nice work, Sam Brooks, for having shorter showers. 

And thanks Deepti Singh, for using a watering can instead of a hose. 

Remember, taps off, rivers on. 

Thames Water. Every drop counts. 

“
“



LADBible paid partnership
Using a trusted third-party voice to engage the younger, passive audience in our region with WEFF messages
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Objectives Activation Results

• Raise awareness of ways the 
Thames Water audience can be 
more water efficient

• Shift brand perception for Thames 
Water among 18-34s

• Only target an audience within our 
Thames Water catchment area to 
ensure no wastage and maximum 
coverage in our area

• Utilising LADBible’s social media 
channels (UNILad and Tyla) to 
share content across varied 
platforms.

• This was split into three content 
types to maximise engagement: 
headline posts, information posts, 
and hero carousel. 

• WEFF tips and attitudes towards 
water usage were challenged 
through a mix of humorous talent 
led content and engaging fact-
based content, with a CTA to 
Thames Water’s water saving 
calculator.

6.7m impressions

3.6m people in our region reached 

26.4K link clicks through to our water 
saving calculator

Impact on behaviour change: +13% 
pts increase in those making a 
deliberate effort to reduce water usage 



Examples of LADBible partnership content
Using GIFs, bespoke talent led content and UGC to reach our younger demographic with WEFF messaging 
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Drought/hot weather 
response



Announcing TUBs
As per our drought plan, we went above the legal requirement and advertised our notice in two national and 
one regional paper (The Sun, The Daily Mirror and The Metro, ).
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National Press Circ.

The Sun 967,000 

The Daily Mirror 359,447 

Regional Press 

Metro (London) 656,837 



Infographics: heatwave and drought response
Shared across our social media channels 
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25/07/22 in response to heatwave 

17/08/22 to support TUBs announcement 

We created two infographics:

1. Summarising our increased 
efforts to meet increased 
customer demand during 
the first heatwave

2. Supporting our introduction 
of a hosepipe ban with 
information about why it’s 
needed and how we’re 
addressing leakage across 
our network 



WEFF Proactive Media Campaign: Every Drop Counts
We commissioned a YouGov survey (May 22) on attitudes to water saving, the environment and water related 
myths regarding water scarcity and usage. The results formed the basis of two releases:

Release one: Focused on cost of living, and how reducing water use can help with reducing bills

Release two: Focused on the impact of water scarcity on the environment 
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Objectives

• Raise awareness of water scarcity and the need for 
us all to care for water to protect the environment.

• Support customers to use less water with the help of 
Thames Water’s water-saving tips to reduce per 
capita consumption.

Results

• 42 pieces of coverage across national, regional and trade media – in 
online and broadcast.

• 1,215,734,441 ‘opportunities to see’.

• 100% of secured coverage featured key spokesperson Andrew Tucker

• Coverage generated reached Thames Water’s critical ‘hotspot’ areas, 
reaching key regional stakeholders.



Interview secured: Every Drop Counts
Every Drop Counts campaign coverage (July)
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The media broadcast strategy secured 15 interviews in total with a total reach of: 2,912,280.

Radio Interviews

•Jack FM
•Greatest Hits Surrey & East Hampshire
•Greatest Hits Bed, Bucks & Herts
•Greatest Hits Swindon
•BBC Radio London
•BBC Radio Berkshire
•BBC Radio Oxford
•BBC Radio Sussex & Surrey
•BBC Radio Wiltshire
•Heart Thames Valley
•Connections Radio
•Wycombe Sound 106FM

TV Interviews:

•ITV London
•BBC South Today
•ITV Meridian



Proactive Media Relations Campaign to support 
the Temporary Use Ban (TUB) Announcement

A strategic three-phased approach to announcing the TUB in August focused on securing national and regional broadcast 
media interviews ahead of, on the day of announcing, and on the day of implementing the TUB. This was combined with a 
proactive press release on the day of the paid advertisement going live announcing the TUB, along with interviews, and 
followed up with a third round of interviews on the day of implementation.

This helped to manage intense media speculation ahead of the official announcement whilst further supporting the 
communications informing our customers and stakeholders at key moments of the decision-making process.
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8 August – Pre official announcement – proactive interview strategy
• Interviews fielded with Cathryn Ross.
• BBC Radio 4 The Today Programme secured as the first interview to set the agenda and provide content for other 

media outlets
• Other interviews included: ITN; ITV Meridian; Sky News; BBC South; BBC London; BBC Breakfast and Bloomberg Radio

17 August – Official announcement – proactive press release plus interview strategy
• Interviews fielded with Cathryn Ross and Andrew Tucker
• National interviews: BBC News; ITN; ITV; ITV Meridian; LBC; and BBC Radio London. Regional interviews which included: 

BBC Radio Wiltshire; Berkshire; Gloucestershire; 3 Counties; Sussex & Surrey.



Proactive Media Relations Campaign to support 
the Temporary Use Ban (TUB) Announcement
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8 August – 15 August – Pre official announcement – proactive interview strategy
• Interviews fielded with Cathryn Ross.



Proactive Media Relations Campaign to support 
the Temporary Use Ban (TUB) Announcement - continued
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24 August – Day of Implementing the TUB – proactive interview strategy
• The media strategy focused on key regional media and was designed to provide clarity on the rules and to secure 

buy in from customers.
• Interviews included: BBC London; BBC Radio Surrey; BBC Radio Kent; Heart Radio Thames Valley; Greatest Hits 

Berkshire; Greatest Hits Hampshire; KMTV.
• Total coverage on 24 August included 1312 media clippings for broadcast; online; print outlets



Customer communications
July 2022 heatwave comms: outbound emails 
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12/07 – 13/07 

To c.1.9m customers 
across our region

Be water wise in the 
hot weather

14/07

To 264 Developer Services 
B2B customers

Help us keep the water 
flowing as temperatures soar

15/07

To 113k customers across 
Cotswolds, Guildford, Swindon

Every drop counts in a 
heatwave - Don’t waste a drop 

now it’s hot

18/07 

To 113k customers across 
Cotswolds, Guildford, 

Swindon

Keep on helping us to beat 
the heat

19/07

To 179k customers across 
Wycombe, Slough, Aylesbury, 

Reading

Keep on helping us to beat the 
heat

22/07

To 304k customers across 
Cotswolds, Guildford, Swindon, 
Wycombe, Slough, Aylesbury, 

Reading

Thanks for helping us beat the heat



All customer email
Sent to ~2m household customers across Fri 5 Aug 5.30PM into Sat 6 Aug AM

Zoom for ease 
of reading

Subject line
Be a hot spell hero

Context
• Weather across region due 

to hit ~30C in the coming 
days

• Reservoir levels across 
region all under strain



Customer SMS 
Relating to the hosepipe ban/supply demand incidents 
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Date sent Customers reached Message 

17/08 SMS to 650,074

Hello. This week’s rain isn’t enough to get river and reservoir levels back to where they need to be. 
With little rain forecast, we need to bring in a hosepipe ban from Wed 24 August. Go to 
thameswater.co.uk/water-restrictions to see what you can and can’t do, and how we’re working 24/7 
to find and fix leaks and save water.

17/08
SMS (PSR customer 
base) 15,082

Hello. This week’s rain isn’t enough to get river and reservoir levels back to where they need to be. 
With little rain forecast, we need to bring in a hosepipe ban from Wed 24 August. As a Priority 
Services customer you can continue to use a hosepipe to water plants, fill a pond and clean your car –
see more at thameswater.co.uk/water-restrictions Remember, it’s still vital to use water wisely.

23/08
32,893 customers in 
Reading area

To keep taps flowing in Reading, we're currently treating more water from our site in Pangbourne than 
we'd like. We’re working hard to move to using other sources and this may take a few days – to protect 
the River Pang, please help by reducing your water use this week wherever possible. We’ll be back in 
touch when we’ve got things sorted to protect the environment. We know this ask comes at the same 
time as our hosepipe ban, and we’re really sorry for the inconvenience. Thank you for your support.

24/08 SMS to 650,074

Hello. Just a reminder that our hosepipe ban starts today, Wed 24 August. We’ve had lots of useful 
customer feedback and have updated our website with extra info and a few new exceptions. Go to 
thameswater.co.uk/water-restrictions for the latest guidance. Thanks again for your support in making 
every drop count. We know hosepipe bans are frustrating but they make a big difference to our rivers 
and reservoirs.



Thames Water website 
Water efficiency pages 
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Page views for WEFF pages 31/05 – 24/08

Total page views Unique page views 

/summerwatersaving 134,523 71,515

/everydropcounts 23,045 14,814

/savewater 64,388 42,060

/watercalculator 97,029 48,887

+ new page created in August to 
provide information regarding 

the Temporary Use Ban

The above pages have all been updated within the last few months with the 
most up-to-date water saving tips and advice, in line with our campaign 
messaging and response to the hot weather. We’ve used paid media and 
partnerships to drive additional traffic to these pages, as well as our owned 
and earned channels (primarily organic social media and PR)



Thames Water website 
Water saving page examples: click on the images to visit the full pages 
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https://www.thameswater.co.uk/help/water-saving/water-saving-tips-for-summer
https://www.thameswater.co.uk/help/water-saving/water-saving-tips
https://www.thameswater.co.uk/help/water-saving
https://www.thameswater.co.uk/help/water-saving/water-saving-calculator


WEFF Social media results summary
May – August total posts: 57
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Totals by platform

Impressions Engagement Video views

Facebook 154,879 16,188 16,067

Instagram 16,494 451 6,450

LinkedIn 59,031 2,769 -

Twitter 201,958 5,457 11,164

Total 432,362 24,865 33,681

All platforms by month

Impressions Engagement Video Views # Posts

May Totals 14,394 379 2,892 4

July Totals 170,090 10,785 11,157 25

June Totals 69,958 2,816 6,173 13

August Totals 177,928 10,885 14,458 15

May-Aug 432,362 24,865 33,681 57



Water efficiency social media analysis (by month)
Includes: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn
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Impressions Video views

# Posts   
May 4                                 
June 13                                     
July 25     
Aug 15                            

*August not a complete month
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Supply/demand response



Supply/demand response 
Targeting customers during supply/demand incidents 

During the 
Supply/Demand event in 

2020, this model 
achieved a reduction in 
predicted demand of 
between 2-6% in the 
areas targeted with 

comms. 

We were also able to 
serve 1.8m impressions 

on social media & 
reached over 1.9m 

customers through digital 
display over this time.

Working with our data scientists, we 
have created a model which looks at 

smart meter data and forecasts 
those boroughs that may be 

predicted to have either supply or 
demand issues that week. This will be 

in line with the green/amber/red 
traffic system

The boroughs that are flagging 
either amber or red will be sent to 
our media agency. All paid social 
media will be live within 3 days of 

the report, supporting those 
areas that are most at need with 
a multi-channel media campaign

ActivationPlanning



Supply/demand 2022 – messaging
We are tailoring our messaging to 3 different tiers

Thank you for 
your help –

here’s how to 
do even more 

Please do 
everything you 
can – we’re in 
this together

Acknowledge customer’s support and 
amplify key messages

Increase urgency of message without 
scare-mongering

Education & elevation
There are dropping water levels/increasing 

demand – here is how you save water

Escalation
Low water levels/high demand

How to save 
water

Share simple water-saving tips using 
positive, warm language

Supported by our overall broadcast/ 
hotspot WEFF campaign + organic 
channels (eg social media and PR)

Education
Potential supply/demand issue

These tiers will be supported by paid social media



Examples of the tiered messaging 
Supply/demand creative – based on RAG status of boroughs across our region
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Green: education Amber: elevation Red: escalation



Stakeholder 
communications
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Stakeholder matrix 
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Stakeholder Cadence of engagement
Notify prior to key announcements 

(eg. drought order NEUB?

Regulators: Ofwat, EA, DWI, CCW, 
Natural England

• Weekly newsletter
Proactive ad hoc written briefings (as required)

• Weekly calls with EA (Wednesdays)

Y

DEFRA (Ministers & officials) • Weekly newsletter Y

Mayor & GLA • Weekly newsletter
• Weekly drought update calls (Tuesdays)

Y

MPs • Weekly newsletter
• Ad hoc written briefings picking up concerns in media & social media

Y

Resilience forums • Weekly newsletter
• Weekly comms lead calls

Y

Local authorities • Weekly newsletter N

London Assembly Members • Weekly newsletter
• Ad hoc written briefings picking up concerns in media & social media

N

NGOs • Weekly newsletter
• Monthly catchment partnership meetings

N

CCG • Weekly newsletter Y



August Stakeholder communications 
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Date Stakeholders engaged Type of channel Summary of message

08-Aug Ofwat, Defra, CCG members, CCW, Environment agency; 
approx 70 stakeholders.

Email Weekly drought newsletter #1

10-Aug MPs; local authorities; London Assembly Members; Defra and 
GLA officials; environment NGOs

Email Drought newsletter #1

11 Aug GLA officials Teams meeting Discussion to explain the situation and next steps

11 Aug Swindon BC, Guildford BC, Waverley BC Email Request for them to to share our heatwave messaging with their residents

12-Aug Comms reps from London Resilience, GLA & other water 
companies

Teams session Agreement across the group to share messaging between all parties in timely 
fashion with advance notice of decisions where possible. 

15-Aug Ofwat, Defra, CCG members, CCW, Environment agency; 
approx 70 stakeholders.

Email Weekly drought newsletter #2

16-Aug MPs; local authorities; London Assembly Members; Defra and 
GLA officials; environment NGOs

Email Drought newsletter #2

16-Aug MPs; Defra; GLA Email from Sarah Bentley Formal confirmation of announcement of TUB on 17 August

16-Aug Comms reps from London Resilience, GLA & other water 
companies

Teams meeting & email follow-
up. Now a weekly session

Conversation about our stakehoplder & customer comms. Newsletters, 
customer email & social popsts shared.

16-Aug Shirley Rodrigues, GLA Letter by email Notification that we would be formally notifying customers of our intention to 
impose a TUB, a copy of the formal notice and the associated press release

16-Aug David Black, Ofwat Letter by email Notification that we would be formally notifying customers of our intention to 
impose a TUB, a copy of the formal notice and the associated press release

16-Aug Sir James Bevan, Environment Agency Letter by email Notification that we would be formally notifying customers of our intention to 
impose a TUB, a copy of the formal notice and the associated press release

16-Aug Marcus Rink, DWI Letter by email Notification that we would be formally notifying customers of our intention to 
impose a TUB, a copy of the formal notice and the associated press release

16-Aug Emma Clancy, CCW Letter by email Notification that we would be formally notifying customers of our intention to 
impose a TUB, a copy of the formal notice and the associated press release

22-Aug Ofwat, Defra, CCG members, CCW, Environment agency; 
approx 70 stakeholders.

Email Weekly drought newsletter #3



Weekly stakeholder newsletters
Weekly newsletters to all political stakeholders, regulators and other stakeholders 

Contains key updates on storage, demand reduction, other focus areas, and next steps

Newsletters can be opened by double clicking on the images
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Next steps



What’s still to do 
There are several actions in the drought plan for TUB that we’re currently reviewing
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• School visits and content for schools to use in lessons or gatherings. Please note: school holidays 
meant we couldn’t visit schools in August

• A letter to customers from the chief executive, explaining the need for restrictions, and simple 
ways to save water. PLEASE NOTE: We’ve issued emails to all our customers, but not letters.

• Attendance at local events, and the development of a road-show which could be staged at local 
venues such as major stations in the TW region. 

• Messages promoting water efficiency on envelopes and bills, and on company vehicles. 

• Reviewing Del 3 comms commitments as we move forward



Next steps for paid marketing
Continuation of our WEFF campaign into September/October, to reflect the introduction of TUBs 
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To continue WEFF paid media coverage beyond the original end date of 31 
August, we’re currently investigating our channel options for the options we 
can get live quickly. 

Our objective will be to maximise reach of all customers across our region (not 
just hotspots) over an additional two month period, taking us until end of 
October, so that our message remains visible and top of mind as drought 
restrictions continue. 

Potential channels include: TV, Radio, YouTube, BVOD, AdSmart, Digital Audio
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